Visual analysis of histopathology slides of lung cell tissues is one of the main methods used by 26 pathologists to assess the stage, types and sub-types of lung cancers. Adenocarcinoma and 27 squamous cell carcinoma are two most prevalent sub-types of lung cancer, but their distinction 28 can be challenging and time-consuming even for the expert eye. In this study, we trained a deep 29 learning convolutional neural network (CNN) model (inception v3) on histopathology images 30 obtained from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) to accurately classify whole-slide pathology 31 images into adenocarcinoma, squamous cell carcinoma or normal lung tissue. Our method slightly 32 outperforms a human pathologist, achieving better sensitivity and specificity, with ~0.97 average 33 Area Under the Curve (AUC) on a held-out population of whole-slide scans. Furthermore, we 34 trained the neural network to predict the ten most commonly mutated genes in lung 35 adenocarcinoma. We found that six of these genes -STK11, EGFR, FAT1, SETBP1, KRAS and 36 TP53 -can be predicted from pathology images with an accuracy ranging from 0.733 to 0.856,
Introduction
According to the American Cancer Society 1 , over 150,000 lung cancer patients succumb to their
Results

91
We are here comparing several approaches for the classification of tumor slides. First, we 92 employed a strategy similar to the one used by Yu et al. 7 , consisting of a two-step binary 93 classification of normal versus tumor slides, followed by a classification of LUAD versus LUSC 94 slides. We then explored a direct classification of the three types of whole-slide images. Finally, 95 we further analyzed LUAD slides to identify which gene mutations could be predicted from those 96 images: we modified and trained the inception v3 architecture on the 10 most common mutations 97 found in the TCGA dataset and related to lung cancer. In this study, we also compare two training 98 approaches: transfer learning versus fully training the inception architecture. In the first case, most 99 of the network keeps the weights learned after the network was trained on object recognition task 100 on the ImageNet dataset, while only the last layer (fully connected layer) of the network is trained.
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In the second case, the weights are reinitialized randomly, and the network is trained end-to-end, 102 using exclusively lung cancer images.
104
Fully-trained inception v3 network provides accurate diagnosis (AUC=0.97) of lung 105 histopathology images 106
The TCGA dataset characteristics and our overall computational strategy are summarized in 107 Figure 1 (see method section for details). We used 1634 whole-slide images from the Genomic 108 Data Commons database: 1176 tumor tissues and 459 normal (Figure 1a) . These whole-slide 109 images were split into three sets: training, validation and testing (Figure 1d) . Because the sizes 110 of the whole-slide images are too large to be used as direct input to a neural network (sometimes 111 over 100,000 pixels wide, Figure 1b) , the network was instead trained, validated and tested using 112 512x512 pixel tiles, obtained from non-overlapping windows of the whole-slide images. This 113 resulted in tens to thousands of tiles per slide depending on the original size (Figure 1c) . These 114 tiles were first processed individually by the network, and then, per-slide aggregation (see
115
Methods for details) of the results generated a diagnosis for each slide. Common database; (d2) slides were then separated into a training (70%), a validation (15%) and 121 a test set (15%); (d3) slides were tiled by non-overlapping 512x512 pixels windows, omitting those 122 with over 50% background; (d4) the Inception v3 architecture was used and partially or fully re-123 trained using the training and validation tiles; (d5) classifications were run on tiles from an 124 independent test set and the results were finally aggregated per slide to extract the heat-maps 125 and the AUC statistics.
127
Our deep learning approach effectively distinguishes tumor from normal tissue, resulting in a 128 96.1% per tile accuracy. To assess the accuracy on the test set, the per-tile results were 129 aggregated on a per-slide basis either by averaging the probabilities obtained on each tile, or by 130 counting the percentage of tiles positively classified (Figure 2a ). This process resulted in an Area
131
Under the Curve (AUC) of 0.990 and 0.993 (Table 1) respectively, outperforming the AUC of 132 ~0.85 achieved by the feature-based approach of Yu et al. 7 . Next, we tested the performance of 133 our approach on the more challenging task of distinguishing LUAD and LUSC. First, we tested whether convolutional neural networks can outperform the published feature-based approach, 135 even when plain transfer learning is used. For this purpose, the weights of the last layer of 136 inception v3 -previously trained on the ImageNet dataset to identify 1,000 different classes -137 were initialized randomly and then trained for our classification task. After aggregating the performance better than that of a specialist who was asked to classify the images in the test set, 147 independently of the classification provided in TCGA (Figure 2d , red cross). About a third of the 148 slides wrongly classified by the algorithm were also misclassified by the specialist, while 85% of 149 those incorrectly classified by the specialist were properly classified by the algorithm (Figure 2e ). 
Whole-slide images can predict 6 mutations with an AUC above 0.74 206
The LUAD whole-slide images were further trained to predict gene mutations. Inception v3 was 207 modified to allow multi-output classification and tests were conducted using around 44,000 tiles 208 from 62 slides. Box plot and ROC curves analysis (Figure 5a-b and Figure supp 1) show that at 209 least six frequently mutated genes seem predictable using our deep learning approach: AUC 210 values for STK11, EGFR, FAT1, SETBP1, KRAS and TP53 were found between 0.733 and 0.856 211 ( Table 1) . As mentioned earlier, EGFR already has targeted therapies. STK11 (Serine/Threonine 212 protein Kinase 11), also known as Liver Kinase 1 (LKB1), is a tumor suppressor inactivated in 15-213 30% of non-small cell lung cancers 24 and is also a potential therapeutic target: it has been shown 214 on mice that phenformin, a mitochondrial inhibitor, increases survival 25 . Also, it has been shown 215 that STK11 mutations may play a role in KRAS mutations which, combined, result in more 216 aggressive tumors 26 . FAT1 is an ortholog of the Drosophila fat gene involved in many types of 217 cancers and its inactivation is suspected to increase cancer cell growth 27 . Mutation of the tumor 218 suppressor gene TP53 is thought to be more resistant to chemotherapy leading to lower survival 219 rates in small-cell lung cancers 28 . As for SETBP1 (SET 1 binding protein), like KEAP1 and STK11, 220 has been identified as one of the signature mutations of LUAD 29 . Finally, for each gene, we (Figure 3f,i) and LUSC (Figure 3o,r) . In both cases, the per-tile heat-map of the fully 253 trained network shows a more varied gradient of colors while the tests done after transfer-learning 254 shows more of a binary-like heat-map with regions either very yellow or very pink. The development of appropriate tools for visualizing deep learning models will help in the future to 256 better understand the features used by the classifier 30 . In the current strategy, the only selection 257 used for early tile removal is to make sure that there are enough information and the portion of 
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it is surprising to note the high AUCs achieved considering that several slides present artifacts 267 inherent to freezing techniques used to prepare those samples. However, it should be noted that 268 the available images may not fully represent the diversity that specialists have to deal with and it 269 may be interesting in the future to assess how the network performs under the less than ideal 270 circumstances that can occur (poor staining quality, focus not optimal or autofocus failure, lack of 271 homogeneity in the illumination, etc). Before this study, it was a priori unclear if and how a given 272 gene mutation would affect the pattern of tumor cells on a whole-slide image but the training of 273 the network using mutated genes as a label lead to very promising prediction results for 6 genes:
274
EGFR, STK11, FAT1, SETBP1, KRAS and TP53. STK11 mutation leads to the highest prediction 275 rate with AUC above 0.85 using aggregation by averaging tile probabilities. Though the number 276 of cases is low (44,000 tiles from 62 test slides), it is interesting to see that our training protocol 277 gives non-random values for several genes, showing that mutation of these particular genes could 278 be predicted from whole-slide images. Hopefully, these predictions will be confirmed once more 279 data are made available. It means that those mutations somehow affect the way the tumor cells 280 look like. Future work on deep-leaning models visualization tools 30 would help identifying those features. These probabilities could be reflecting the percentage of cells effectively affected by the 282 mutation, the allele frequency being significantly higher for at least 4 genes when they were 283 predicted as mutated by the neural network (Figure 5c) (Figure supp 2b) , and two major regions with STK11-mutatant-like 288 features (Figure supp 2c) . Interestingly, when the classification is applied on all tiles, it shows 289 that even tiles classified as LUSC present TP53 mutations (Figure supp 2d) while the STK11 290 mutant is confined to the LUAD tiles (Figure supp 2e) . These results are realistic since, as 291 mentioned earlier, STK11 is a signature mutations of LUAD 29 while TP53 is more common in 292 human cancers. Being able to predict gene mutations at this stage could be beneficial regarding 
Methods
304
The overall steps described in this section are summarized in Figure 1 and described in the 305 following sections.
306
Dataset of 1,634 whole-slide images 308
Our dataset comes from the NCI Genomic Data Commons 31 which provides the research 309 community with an online platform for uploading, searching, viewing and downloading cancer-310 related data. All freely available slide images of Lung cancer were uploaded from this source. We 311 studied the automatic classification of "solid tissue normal" and "primary tumor" slides using a set 312 of respectively 459 and 1175 eosin stained histopathology whole-slide images. Then, the "primary 313 tumor" were classified between LUAD and LUSC types using a set of respectively 567 and 608 314 of those whole-slide images.
316
Image pre-processing generates 987,931 tiles 317
The slides were tiled in non-overlapping 512x512 pixel windows at a magnification of x20 using 318 the openslide library 32 (533 of the 2167 slides initially uploaded were removed because of 319 compatibility and readability issues at this stage). The slides with a low amount of information 320 were removed, that is all the tiles where more than 50% of the surface is covered by background 321 (where all the values are below 220 in the RGB color space). This process generated nearly 322 1,000,000 tiles. 
324
Deep learning with Convolutional Neural Network 333
We used 70% of those tiles for training, 15% for validation, and 15% for final testing ( Table 2 and 334 Table 3 ). The tiles associated with a given slide were not separated but associated as a whole to 335 one of these sets to prevent overlaps between the three sets. Typical CNN consist of several 336 levels of convolution filters, pooling layers and fully connected layers. We based our model on 337 inception v3 architecture 19 . This architecture makes use of inception modules which are made of 338 a variety of convolutions having different kernel sizes and a max pooling layer. The initial 5 339 convolution nodes are combined with 2 max pooling operations and followed by 11 stacks of 340 inception modules. The architecture ends with a fully connected and then a softmax output layer.
341
For "normal" vs "tumor" tiles classification, we fully trained the entire network. For the classification 342 of type of cancer, we followed and compared different approaches to achieve the classification: 343 transfer learning, which includes training only the last fully-connected layer, and training the whole 344 network. Tests were implemented using the Tensorflow library (tensorflow.org).
346
Transfer learning on inception v3 347
We initialized our network parameters to the best parameter set that was achieved on ImageNet 348 competition. We then fine-tuned the parameters of the last layer of the network on our data via 349 back propagation. The loss function was defined as the cross entropy between predicted probability and the true class labels, and we used RMSProp 33 optimization, with learning rate of 351 0.1, weight decay of 0.9, momentum of 0.9, and epsilon of 1.0 method for training the weights.
352
This strategy was tested for the binary classification of LUAD vs LUSC.
354
Training the entire inception v3 network 355
The inception v3 architecture was fully trained using our training datasets and following the 356 procedure described in 34 . Similar to transfer learning, we used back-propagation, cross entropy 357 loss, and RMSProp optimization method, and we used the same hyperparameters as the transfer 358 learning case, for the training. In this approach, instead of only optimizing the weights of the fully 359 connected layer, we also optimized the parameters of previous layers, including all the 360 convolution filters of all layers. This strategy was tested on three classifications: normal vs tumor,
361
LUAD vs LUSC and Normal vs LUAD vs LUSC. The training jobs were run for 500,000 iterations.
362
We computed the cross-entropy loss function on train and validation dataset, and used the model 363 with best validation score as our final model. We did not tune the number of layers or hyper-364 parameters of the inception network such as size of filters.
366
Identification of gene mutations 367
To study the prediction of gene mutations from histopathology images, we modified the inception 368 v3 to perform multi-task classification rather than a single task classification. Each mutation 369 classification was treated as a binary classification, and our formulation allowed multiple 370 mutations to be assigned to a single tile. We optimized the average of the cross entropy of each 371 individual classifier. To implement this method, we replaced the final softmax layer of the network 372 with a sigmoid layer, to allow each sample to be associated with several binary labels 35 . We 373 used RMSProp algorithm for the optimization, and fully trained this network for 500k iterations 374 using only LUAD whole-slide images, each one associated with a 10-cell vector, each cell associated to a mutation and set to 1 or 0 depending on the presence or absence of the mutation.
